






Dublin in the Coming Times: How the project works 

In his 1893 collection, ‘The Rose’, WB Yeats included the poem ‘To Ireland in 
the Coming Times’. Borrowing its title, Dublin in the Coming Times is a free, 
citywide programme of creative writing in which Dubliners, young and old, can 
create their own stories and poems as they look to the future of their city as it 
goes through another phase of evolution and renewal. 

To get the ball rolling Roddy Doyle invited some writers and artists to contribute 
short stories reimagining the city. Their work, included here, is being published 
in ‘The Irish Times’ throughout 2016. 

Free creative-writing workshops have been run over the course of the year for 
adults in a number of Dublin public libraries, Donaghmede Library, Rathmines 
Library, Ballyfermot Library, Pearse Street Library, Central Library and Raheny 
Library, with workshops running in Ballymun Library as part of the Bealtaine 
Festival. Other participating organisations include Fighting Words, Science Gal-
lery, Little Museum of Dublin, Axis Ballymun, Croke Park, the Olivier Cornet Gal-
lery, Marsh’s Library and a number of workplaces around the city.  A selection of 
the pieces created in these workshops is featured in this publication. 
 
Operating in partnership with Dublin UNESCO City of Literature and Dublin 
City Libraries, the project is intended to enable Dublin’s citizens to participate 
in illustrating a vision of the city as a place that, although it might change and 
adapt to new circumstance, will continue as a living, creative environment and 
a place for the storyteller and poet. 

Seán Love 
Executive director, Fighting Words 

dublincityofliterature.ie     dublincitypubliclibraries.ie        fightingwords.ie

Dublin in the Coming Times is one of six projects being promoted by Dublin’s 
Regional Centre of Expertise on Education for Sustainable Development, a Du-
blin City University programme with the UN University; 

email: dublin.orla@gmail.com
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Swear, I’m sick of people always saying, “I’m not racist, but….” Well, if you’re not 
racist then don’t be talking crap about the people who come to our country to 

live a better life and provide for their family. It’s a free 
country and all.
In the future no one will even care about race be-
cause all the dopes will have copped on by then that 
we’re all the poxy same. Well, I hope so in anyway.

See the spicebag, yeah? 
Well, it’s going to replace 
coddle on Sundays in your 
ma’s. People are coming 

back from Australia and America and all to try this 
bag of magic that will set your taste buds on fire.
It will be sold in Michelin star restaurants across the 
globe and even the poshos like that sap Kim Kar-
dashian will be gaggin’ to have a taste of one. Swear 

Dublin in the Future
Aoife Dooley

Published in the Irish Times 6 February 2016
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down, the spicebag will be an Irish delicacy in the future.

I love me runners and I love them even better now 
knowing that in the future I’ll be able to leg it to 
Tesco in 2.4 seconds.

Doing a nic nak? No bother! By the time the poor 
sap pauses Coronation St and puts their dinner 
down to open the door you’ll be half way to Tim-
buktu, or Ibiza, wherever ye fancy. 

Wait until you see, Dublin will be the new Ibiza!  No messing, swear. You won’t 
even need to leave the country for a sun holiday.  Portmarnock beach will be a 
replica of Bondi beach.
The sun will be only BLAZING everyday, daily BBQ’s, ice cold cans, fellas walking 
around with no tops on all the time. Awh, stop, hun! Heaven on earth.
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 The missus and me were up on the roof of the Ilac shopping centre, 
trying to catch a few eels for dinner, when we saw the ship come drifting out of 
the mist. I suppose I should have waited, but it had been such a long time since 
anything came out of the mist except great big buggers of waves, I couldn’t 
help getting excited. Hallo! I cried, jumping up and down. Over here! This must 
be the shipment of towels they’d been promising us all this while, I thought. 
Since the whole folderol with the glaciers it was bloody hard to get a good 
towel, a dry one I mean. Or maybe it was umbrellas. Or firewood!

 The missus, however, didn’t cheer. She didn’t even speak, just stared 
mistrustfully at the shape in the mist; and as it drew closer I noticed the dra-
gon’s head on the prow, and also what sounded like shouting coming from 
whoever was on board – warlike shouting.
 There was another chap fishing a few yards down the roof from us. He 
had a plastic bag over his head, a good high-quality blue one, another two bags 
tied around his feet and what looked a stock-picker, the kind you would have 
found in a warehouse, which he was using as a fishing-rod. This fellow knew 
what he was at, I thought to myself, so I left the missus where she was, and went 
over to ask him if he’d clocked the towel ship. By then it was hard to miss, what 
with the racket coming from the deck. On top of the shouting, there was now a 
horrible metallic clatter, the sort you might get from banging, for example, an 
axe, with, for instance, a shield. I made the point to the chap with the bags that 
axe-clattering and warlike shouting seemed like odd behaviour from a towel 
ship, unless of course the deliverymen did it to ward off inquisitive sea-creatures 
that might impede the passage of the ship – dolphins, octopuses, that sort of 
thing. I’d had a friend who’d tried to escape to high ground on an 8x4 sheet of 
plywood a while back and he’d been driven demented by the dolphins coming 
over and wanting to frolic with him. Or rather, they pretended that they wanted 
to frolic, he said; really they wanted to rub our noses in the fact that they were 
swimming about and lording it up in all the places where we, the terrestrial 
creatures, mankind and badgers and ants and so on, had up till very recently 
been running the show. The writing was on the wall for the terrestrial creatures, 

The Dragon Ship
Paul Murray

published in the Irish Times 6 June 2016
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that’s what they were telling him with their pretend frolicking. Everyone thinks 
dolphins are sound, my friend had said, after he’d been capsized a third time 
and was back living on the roof of the Four Seasons. But they’re malevolent little 
bastards.

 I’d got a bit sidetracked, telling the fisherman all this, but he wasn’t 
listening anyway. The ship was close enough now that you could clearly hear 
the sailors speaking. Their words meant nothing to me, but as soon as he heard 
the fisherman turned pale. Vikings, he said.

 Well, that threw me. We’d seen a lot of change in Dublin over the years, 
but even so I don’t think any of us was expecting the Vikings to come back. As 
they came into view I knew he was right, though. Your UPS and your DHL and 
so forth had had to adapt with the times like everyone else, but I was pretty 
sure that their uniform didn’t run to helmets with horns or necklaces made out 
of fingers, dolphins or no dolphins. Certainly, it made an odd first impression, 
which their brand manager ought to have thought about. Still I wasn’t sure 
there was cause for worry. They might actually have some useful tips on marine 
subjects like shipbuilding and seafaring. And fishing. The truth was I was getting 
nowhere trying to catch eels in my biscuit tin. I hadn’t caught one in the three 
years I’d been coming to the Ilac.

 Anyway, there wasn’t much we could do to stop them. The ship was 
hurtling towards us at a rate of, I suppose you’d say, knots. It had great big 
blood-red sails, caked with ice, and ice-crusted oars, 20 on each side, heaving 
into the waves. Now one of the sailors had climbed up beside the dragon-head 
thing and was shouting to us. Dove Linn? it sounded like.

 Yes, I shouted back. Dublin! Maybe if they took a shine to us, I was 
thinking, they might even ask us to be Vikings too! It would be brilliant being on 
a proper ship, with a roof, and towels, and spare socks, tucking into a delicious 
eel pie every night . . .

 The Viking who’d asked the question was now conferring with his men. 
Dove linn, he was saying. They were shaking their heads and pointing back the 
way they’d come.
 Finally, he picked up his axe and whacked one of them with it – not so 
hard as to behead him, just to knock him unconscious. The other Vikings got 
quiet then, and a few minutes later a rowboat was lowered over the side of the 
ship, with the violent Viking in it, and four others. It struck me that the lead 
Viking’s beard was a bit like one of the lads from ZZ Top, and I mentioned this 
to my friend the fisherman. But he wasn’t listening. Christ, he said. He’d gone 
white as a sheet, and as the oars splashed towards us, he glanced down at the 
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water as if he was thinking of swimming for it.

 Too late for that: the rowboat had already run up on to the shore (for-
merly the roof) and the Vikings climbed out. They were huge fellows; if Sweden 
had a rugby team, these guys would be on the first 15, no question. Of course, 
there was very little of Sweden left – certainly nothing big enough to play a 
game of rugby on. Equally, in our straitened times there was little call for beard 
models – otherwise the Vikings would have been in great demand. One had a 
long brown beard, like a young, better-looking Gandalf; another had a bushy 
grey beard that made him look like a violent Santa Claus. One had a wild beard 
of an unusual mixture of ginger, black and brown, so he looked like he was 
halfway through eating a tortoiseshell cat. I always noticed beards; back in the 
old days, my friends and I had been very proud of ours, which we would stroke 
thoughtfully as we queued for our flat whites, although we weren’t actually 
thinking anything and in retrospect we might have been better off doing so-
mething about the glaciers.
The main Viking addressed us in a bellow, something something something 
Dublin.
There’s no point bellowing, mate, I was on the point of saying. We don’t speak 
Viking here.

 But my friend the fisherman replied to him in what appeared to be 
fluent Viking. They spoke back and forth for a few minutes. Then ZZ Top went to 
confer with the others.

 You speak Viking? I asked the fisherman.
I used to work in Ikea, he said. Picked up a bit of Swedish, mostly relating to 
flatpack furniture, but I can follow what he’s saying.

 Which is what? I said.

 The fisherman frowned. As far as I can work out, he said, these Vikings 
set sail from Sweden, but ran into a blizzard. They got stuck in the ice. It got 
colder and colder. Then the ice thawed and they found themselves back here.

 How long were they stuck in the ice? I said.

 They think a month, the fisherman said. But I wonder if it might have  
 been more like . . .

 A thousand years? I said.

 That’s what the other Vikings were wondering too, he told me in a whis-
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per. The lads from the rowboat were muttering to each other about back pay, 
and counting the months on their fingers. The main Viking, who the fisherman 
said was called Snorri, had to clock one of them on the head with his axe to get 
them to focus.

 So this is Dublin? Snorri said.

 That’s right, the fisherman said.

 You’re sure? he said.

 Positive, the fisherman said.

 Snorri looked sceptical. I don’t remember there being all this water, he  
 said.

 There was a bit of business with the glaciers, the fisherman said.

 Business? Snorri said.

 They melted, the fisherman said.

 Snorri said something then that the fisherman told me was a Swedish 
swear-word. It was what his line manager in Ikea used to say whenever a fight 
broke out in the lighting department. It was always the lighting department, he 
noted. Seemed to have an effect on people’s brains.

 What about all the books? Snorri said. And learning, for which Dublin is 
famed. The glaciers washed them away too? And he laughed, to show that this 
would be impossible.

 Mmm, the fisherman said ambiguously. Well, we hadn’t so much use 
for the books, you see. Or the learning. Because we had computers.

 Computers? the Viking said.

 Magical machines, the fisherman said, that knew everything and could 
solve any problem.

 Like the missus here, I said, when the fisherman had translated. If you 
switched her on, she could natter away to you in Viking till the cows came 
home. She’d know more about you than you do yourself!
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 The Viking took a long look at herself, who admittedly didn’t look like 
she was capable of solving much. She had seen better days, it was true, but who 
hadn’t? Anyway, I still had the guarantee for her and if civilisation ever got up 
and running again I was planning to bring her in and see if they could get the 
water out of her diodes, though in the previous civilisation they’d always been 
shirty about liquid damage.

 The Vikings from the rowboat were looking increasingly anxious, sha-
king their heads and making bleak gestures; I noticed, from the ship, the rest of 
them were gazing over at us bleakly.

 They just want to go home, the fisherman said.

 They are home! I said. I gave them a broad smile to reassure them. I 
didn’t want them to get depressed and leave again. I wanted them to stay and 
fix things. Yes, their technology was over a thousand years out of date, but they 
had a can-do attitude that I liked. They were hands-on type of people. We were 
not hands-on people. When the glaciers started to melt, we’d left it to the scien-
tists to take care of while we got on with flying back and forth to New York and 
Australia to take pictures of ourselves drinking flat whites. Then when the floods 
came, we realised the scientists had all buggered off. They’d Skyped us from 
their space station. They said they wished us well with rebuilding civilisation, 
but as with the dolphins, there was an edge to it. As for the government, they 
were worse than useless. They’d actually had a whole department in charge of 
ignoring the glaciers, and when there were no more glaciers left to ignore, the 
only idea they’d had was to try and market Dublin as the “Irish Venice”, which 
was pointless given that every city in the Northern Hemisphere was trying to 
pull some sort of a Venice-of type shtick, apart from Venice, of course, which 
was completely underwater; anyway there were no tourists because everyone 
was either dead or living on a roof eating seaweed.

 We need those Vikings, I said pointedly to the fisherman. We don’t 
have learning or streets or indoors any more. But tell him about the wonders of 
21st-century life. Phones, tell him about phones.

 Mostly using his hands, the fisherman made a game attempt to des-
cribe phones to Snorri. Tell him about selfies, I encouraged. How you could take 
pictures of yourself standing beside things.

 The more the fisherman said, though, the more ashen-faced the Viking 
became. Kvah? he said.

 The fisherman looked worried. He wants to know about the cows, he 
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said. He says Ireland is famed as a place of fat, fertile cattle.

 Oh, I said. That was a problem all right. The cows hadn’t fared so well 
with the flooding. It turned out it was very hard to get a snorkel on a cow. For 
a few months there were dead cows floating everywhere. You couldn’t go 
anywhere without having to barge through a whole load of cow corpses.

 Well, what does the fisherman do except start gabbing all this to Snorri!

 Don’t tell him that! I exclaimed. But it was too late, because the big 
Viking was yelling at the others to get back in the rowboat, and now they were 
scrambling back over the waves. 

 Quick! I said to the fisherman. Tell him about Facebook! Tell him about 
the time everyone was doing the Plank!

 The fisherman started shouting this over the waves, while I racked my 
brains for other enticements.

 Plasma televisions!

 Pulled pork!

 Kanye West!

 Jedward!

 But the red-sailed dragon ship had cast off and turned about and was  
caroming back into the white-capped, unforgiving sea.

 Ever catch anything with that thing? I asked the fisherman, nodding at 
his Ikea stock-picker.

 Only seaweed, he said.

 Swap you a robot for some seaweed? I said hopefully. Apple iMrs 6. Still 
under guarantee.

 No, you’re all right, he said.
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 ‘Hey that’s brilliant.’ said Lia.
 ‘Oh, you heard.’ muttered Kanye.
 The rain is hammering.  The peak of the Spire is just visible, as they wait 
at Leo Varadker Memorial Water Bus Station.
‘I can’t wait,’ shrieked Lia,  ‘Gonna be fantastic.’ 
Kanye looked down. A body floated past.
 ‘Oh right - de tickets?’ 
 ‘Imagine -  Kerry, two weeks of sunshine and good food.  It’s amazin’ 
how dem Healy Raes’ managed to build dat flood wall with Mexican labour.  
Finally to get out of here- so depressin’.’ 
Her long blonde hair lay flat on her face and shoulders.
 ‘Feels like we’re in a dome, all this water washing around.’
Kanye wondered what he was going to say next.
 ‘I’ve packed already!’ said Lia.
Kanye and Lia had known each other for years. It should have been easy to ex-
plain but life wasn’t as simple as that – Dublin was no longer the place it used 
to be. Climate change coming at a fast pace, faster than anyone believed or 
dreamed, saw the landscape change from one big landmass to several areas 
now formed into islands – the best means of transport was now by water. Who 
would have believed this back in 2016! 
 Along with the change in the layout of the city, so too came the change 
in the social life of Dublin. It was now far easier for gangs to operate and drug 
lords controlled their own ‘islands’. The growing depression in the city, brought 
on by changing weather patterns which saw unprecedented levels of rain, sat 
on its citizens like a wet blanket – permeating into their very souls and enfolding 
them in its cold sinister grip. The massive tower blocks appeared like monsters 
looming out of the mist. No wonder young people saw no future and turned 
increasingly to drugs.

 ‘For Kerry, suppose we should plan a date in the diary’ grinned Lia. 
Her face turned up to gaze expectantly at Kanye, her best friend since they were 
both toddlers living in Miriam O’Callaghan Tower.

‘Twill be Alright Tomorrow Ma
Bernie Healy

ESB
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‘Isn’t there a date lined up?’
 ‘Details are sketchy,’ muttered Kanye in an increasingly agitated tone 
which Lia in her excitement didn’t even notice.
 ‘We can listen again on the podcast – no worries, we’ll check it out.’ Lia 
added.
 Kanye loved Lia to bits. They had shared every secret and the neighbours 
in the run-down tower block had christened them the ‘Bostik Buddies’ they 
were so close. Kanye’s only fear as he got older was that Lia was the love of her 
uncle’s life – the much feared and hated ‘Dark Don’ whose drug empire covered 
the whole of the dockland area and reached its ugly tentacles far beyond. 
 Neither Kanye nor Lia’s family were directly involved in this life but blood 
was still thicker than water and Lia’s uncle wouldn’t take kindly to someone up-
setting his beloved niece – wouldn’t take kindly at all…
Kanye shivered as he thought of some of the stories he’d heard of youngsters 
who had found themselves on the wrong side of him. See nothing say nothing 
– that’s if you wanted to stay alive.
 Kanye’s family were poor but honest.
Da died days after Dora, the youngest of 7 children, was born. Dropped dead in 
the kitchen just like that! Probably the shock of discovering Dora was born with 
severe spina bifida. 
For 6 years now the family had struggled. Kanye particularly was attached to 
Dora and was always there for those times when his mother had to wash and 
change her. Her little face would break into a wide smile every time she set eyes 
on him.
 The two tickets to Kerry were like manna from Heaven to Kanye. Ima-
gine the face of his darling Ma when he told her he had booked herself and 
Dora on this trip – his Ma didn’t even know yet he’d won. He’d been trying to 
contain his excitement for two days – he knew his Ma would come home today 
from Dora’s hospital check-up feeling even more down than ever. 
He’d put the 2 tickets under the tea-pot – the first thing Ma reached for when 
she came back – it was a comfort thing – calmed her down.
Kanye looked again at Lia’s face – she was so excited there were two big red 
blotches on her cheeks. How could he tell her what he had planned? Lia was a 
pet, he’d always be her friend – but even he knew not to upset her. Even though 
the Dark Don was her uncle and had accumulated wealth beyond their wildest 
dreams, all through ill-gotten gains, her family would never accept any financial 
help from him.  They did, however, turn a blind eye to his protection of them 
– in the Miriam O’Callaghan Tower protection was needed – having gained the 
notorious nickname of Camorra. 
Kanye felt tingles in his spine as he thought of the consequences of upsetting 
Lia – he’d heard the stories, he’d seen the bodies – no one even noticed anymore 
and cared even less…
 Trying to think on his feet Kanye pulled himself together.
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‘Yeah, later Lia, me Ma needs me to help her today on the market stall – she got 
her hands on some of dem new energy bars – brutal they are – but they’re all 
the rage at the moment. They kinda fell off the back of a river boat so she needs 
to offload them rapid. Otherwise the bleedin’ cops will be all over her. I’ll talk to 
ya tomorrow’. 
 ‘Brillo so, I’ll go home and see will me Da part with a bit of dosh for 
trainers. I’ll need ‘em in Kerry – all dem mountains and bogs. It’ll be bleedin’ 
brilliant so it will. I couldn’t sleep last night thinkin’ bout it – you and me against 
the world. Me Granda says when he was a nipper they used to say “Dublin for 
the Sam Maguire and Kerry for yer holliers.”’
Kanye headed down Brian Cowen Lane – a short cut to the river boat stop that 
would bring him home. His brain was fried. How was he going to keep the Dark 
Don from breaking his legs or worse, and still give his Ma and Dora the trip of a 
lifetime. He loved them so much he often thought his heart would melt - the 
hardship they endured. 
 The others had gone different ways – they weren’t much help to Ma – 
‘Selfish little bastards dey are. Cleared off and left me to pick up de pieces. Me, 
me Ma, and little Dora. I’d never let Ma know how I felt and whatever I do I’m not 
gonna bring more pain on her head – not now when I see how hard it’s getting 
on her. Dora is getting harder to manage and they haven’t one thing, not one 
little thing, to look forward to.’
 A plan was starting to form in Kanye’s mind. It scared him at first – this 
was big, this was VERY big. He thought about all the good things he had going 
on in his life – shocked that he could count them on one hand – his Ma, Dora, 
Lia, his pet Rat Ramondo named after his favourite footballer and his copies of 
all the books written by Roddy Doyle. He wouldn’t tell that to anyone though 
– of his secret ambition to became the Roddy Doyle of this century. He kind of 
thought like Roddy back in the day, if he got a break he would become as fa-
mous a face around Dublin as Roddy had. Maybe even one of his books would 
be made into a film – ‘Jaysus wouldn’t that be somethin’ – “Dark tales from the 
Bay of Islands” – based on a novel by Kanye Connolly. 
 Kanye shook himself – all those hours at the Fighting Words School 
were going to his head. He’d never become anything – the tide was flowing too 
strong against him – ‘Me Ma ‘id bleedin’ kill me if she thought I was daydreamin’ 
like that’.
 He was good with words though and Kanye was pleased that the little 
flat on the 27th floor was empty when he returned home. A wind was blowing 
up the estuary and the pretty little curtain that his Ma made from an old dress 
fluttered at the open window. 
‘It’ll be like a garden – flowers blowing in the wind’. 
 His Ma had an overactive imagination he often thought. ‘ It’d take more 
than a flower patterned curtain to make the dingy little flat look even remotely 
like the gardens he saw one day over in posh Clontarf –  the river boats over 
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there were like Gondalas! Little Venice they called it’.
Kanye sat down to pen the letter. Struggling to start, he scrunched up about 
seven or eight attempts before he settled on the words

 Dear Ma and Dora,
I love you both to bits. I don’t know what I’d do without the both of ye in me 
life. Every day I think of nothin’ else but how I could make life easier for ye. I’ll 
never get a proper job here earning decent money, no matter what I do, Miriam 
O’Callaghan Tower on my application form will ensure I never get a proper job. 
If I wasn’t here Ma, they’d give you a little house in sheltered accommo-dation 
over in Malahide. Imagine that Ma – you and Dora able to walk by the sea and 
see all the big yachts belonging to the rich people. You’d be so happy. While 
I’m here you’ll never get that – Corpo heads will say I can earn a living so you’re 
not as badly off as thousands of others. So Ma, I’ve decided to leave and try 
and make a future in Australia. A fella I met at Fighting Words is going, his Da 
is bringing the whole family out but they have to leave quickly and tell no one. 
The neighbours would burn him out if they knew, think they were gettin’ too big 
for ‘demselves movin’ to some posh place abroad. I know you’ll both miss me 
somethin’ awful and I’ll miss you but it’s for the best Ma. Better life for you and 
Dora and better life for me. Don’t worry Ma, I’ll be alright and maybe the rest of 
them will come and visit you more often now and you won’t be so lonely. I’m 
not much company sometimes – me head always stuck in a book. I’m leavin’ 
this note Ma, with 2 tickets I won for a trip for two to Kerry. I didn’t tell ye ‘cos I 
wanted to surprise ye’. It’ll be the start of a whole new life for you and Dora. I’ll 
be thinking of ye sitting on Inch Beach – just like in that old film you used love 
to watch as a kid – Ryan’s Daughter. It’ll keep a smile on me face when I’m far 
away. Don’t be sad Ma and try and explain to Dora why I had to leave. I will love 
you two forever.

 All my love, Kanye xx

 When he’d finished Kanye hid the note under his mattress and headed 
out with what little money he had to buy some little treats for his Ma and Dora. 
He wouldn’t need money where he was going. His eyes filled with tears later 
that evening as he watched their faces glow when they saw the goodies.
‘You’ll never have a cent you, the way you spend money on us.’ 
Kanye felt a piercing pain where his heart was.
 As night fell Kanye went to his little box room and pulled out an old 
satchel.  His hands trembled as he stuffed a pair of boots, a few clothes and a 
couple of books into it – he had to do this right – Ma and Dora must never know 
– he could not break their hearts, he loved them too much.
Shortly after midnight Kanye crept silently from his little room and placed the 
note and the two tickets under the tea-pot.
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He took one last look around the little kitchen – scenes of tears and laughter 
over the years. He touched the little cushion in the shape of a fluffy dog that 
Dora loved, taking in its scent. His took his mother’s apron from the hook and 
held it to his face; it still smelt of flour and apples  - ‘no one could make an apple 
tart like Ma’ – putting them back Kanye carefully slid the lock on the door and 
taking one last look back he closed it after silently after him. Tears slid down 
his cheeks – plopping so loudly on the worn stairs that he thought they would 
wake someone.
 Outside the shadow of the massive expanse of the new Martin Mc-
Guinness Peace Bridge loomed large before him. 
Kanye braced himself, put his shoulders back, raised his head and walked 
briskly – Ma must never know…
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 1.Who’s afraid of Coddle?
 
My daughter, Keisha-Imelda, had stopped believing in coddle. This was way 
back in 2016. She was blue in the face. I had to take her on one of the greatest 
jockey-back journeys of the world, to try and get her believing again. If my back 
held out.
 She’d ran into our bedroom in the middle of the night.  
‘Ma, can I sleep in your room tonight? There’s strange gurgles, bumps and whin-
nies coming from somewhere in the house. Ma, Da - I think there’s a coddle in 
the attic. It’s gonna get me. Everybody’s afraid of coddle these days – me too. 
Please, can I sleep in your room?’
 In university, her Economics lecturer from Roscommon, Ruperta Rope, 
had said that coddle was evil, filthy and a wholly unnatural act. ‘Boiling sau-
sages? The Rasta apocalypse is upon us - a curse upon your melting pot.’
Up the road, Mrs. München Minnie, who’d moved to Dublin recently from Cavan, 
had likewise expostulated, ‘Keisha-Imelda, coddle is Chicken Lickin’ - the sky is 
falling down! Coddle makes me feel like Stephen Rea in The Crying Game when 
he discovered his girlfriend had testicles, decidedly unwell.’
So I jockey-backed Keisha-Imelda up and down every Dublin nook and cranny. 
We ended up in the deepest recesses of The Ranch, Ballyfermot, at The Coddle 
Factory stall. People milled about spooning steaming bowls of choicest coddle.
The old woman behind the counter, Connie-Wonnie, clocked her upon my joc-
key-back almost immediately.
‘Keisha-Imelda, why are you so blue in the face?’
‘I’m blue in the face telling people why I’m blue in the face, Connie-Wonnie – I’m 
afraid of coddle.’
 ‘Keisha-Imelda, remember Flavour Flav from the band Public Enemy? 
He used to wear a big clock hanging from his neck on a silver chain. Conscious 
rap with a message. Well, that clock wasn’t a clock at all. It was a handy Tup-
perware container and in it he kept some coddle for emergency purposes. For 
sustenance when he was on tour. He wrote a song about it. Don’t believe the 
hype – but eat the coddle, it was called. And if Flavour Flav likes coddle, then it’s 
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tasty, very tasty indeed. Not filthy, evil or unnatural.
  ‘Remember Tracy Emin’s unmade bed, Keisha-Imelda? She was terribly 
depressed. Her room strewn with her life’s debris. Beer bottles, used condoms, 
dirty clothes, books, pencils, paints all scattered around her unmade bed. Bino-
cular carefully the next time you see it on the internet. Beside her bed there’s a 
Tupperware container with the remnants of a coddle inside.
‘How do you think Tracy managed to stand up out of her miserable unmade 
bed to create her magnum opus? With coddle. That’s how. Coddle gave her 
the strength to go on, to live, to conceptualise. Coddle creates the world in its 
own image. Coddle is cool as a cucumber sandwich. The importance of being 
earnest is the importance of contextualising coddle. Coddle is the past, the pre-
sent and the future of this fair city.’
Connie-Wonnie gave Keisha-Imelda a steaming bowl.
‘Well, what are you waiting for, young woman?’
‘I’m waiting for coddle.’
No longer afraid, Keisha-Imelda, spooned in.

2.  The Future of Auntie Wah-Tah 
 
 ‘Folks, I’m Jeremy Jump, Pipe Major, of the Flying Superhero Pipe Band 
but I can only tell you so much of what I’ve seen in your future in case I jinx 
it. And believe you me, everyone hated Ghandi when he was doing his thing 
just like they hated Martin Luther King especially when he was sneezing his 
anti-poverty anti-inequality same thing at everybody big time in the months 
before they shot him. But they all love him now. Watch them grovel at his de-
composed, holy, holy feet. You too folks!
 ‘Ice sculptures in O’Connell Street and Grafton Street no less. Swing-
top ice sculptures. Anti-water tax ice sculptures. Projects for asserting the new. 
They’ve built tunnels under the centre partings of O’Connell and Grafton Street 
and put blocks of ice in contraptions at street level.
 ‘If you want to sculpt an anti-water tax protestor in art in the near future 
then all you have to do is get into the tunnel beneath it, on O’Connell Street or 
Grafton Street, and chisel upwards into your chosen block of ice. When you’ve 
completed the bottom part of your ice sculpture – it doesn’t have to be figura-
tive - doesn’t have to be abstract either – it swings around so you can then chisel 
into the top half. All bottom up artwork folks – very popular in the future. They 
have to ration tickets in a lottery system each week to keep up with public de-
mand. It uses a lot of ice - all free thanks to you protesters here today – don’t cry 
please - and so world-renowned that it actually earns billions in arts revenue. 
Please don’t cry. Stop crying I plead with you all.
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‘The streets and the internet of the future are crammed full of anti-water tax 
ice sculptures - and buildings too. Oh my God, I haven’t told you about the 
buildings yet.’
 Jeremy gulped and gulped again.
 ‘A new architecture has burgeoned in your futures: Anti-Water Tax Ar-
chitecture, known as Auntie Wah-Tah. The new Bauhaus.  Many streets in Dublin 
and every other city and town and rural district in the country are dotted and 
cut with staccato buildings whose frames and facades are based on a mould of 
a famous anti-water tax protestor – or at the very least, a loving caricature. The 
Jobstown protest of 2014 in particular is very popular for nose and ear buildings 
in Dublin.’
 Jeremy had to stop for more breath. Meanwhile, big-eared and big-
nosed and bald onion-domed buildings were cantilevering out of the protes-
ters’ minds, in salty tears and hot snot rivulets like El Lissitzky’s Prouns. It would 
all apparently be worthwhile if they could only believe Jeremy standing before 
them whose pipe band had just saved them from the police.
 Jeremy shouted, ‘Rolls, one, two’, at the Flying Superhero Pipe Band 
at his command. Air pumped into their mighty bagpipes and percussive bul-
lets flew from their machine gun drums as they blasted into Raglan Road, The 
Dawning of the Day,  a 4/4 march and  a soundtrack not to five minutes ago 
when the police were calling the female protestors the c word and lowering 
batons to their heads, but to the future of Auntie Wah-Tah herself. 
“On Raglan Road of an autumn day, I saw her first and knew.”

3.  Type 2 Amber Brains.
 

 ‘You’ve got amber brains Fred, amber brains. You’ll never be able to play 
that old smoky piano.’
‘But if I practice long and hard enough, surely Doctor Michelle? Malcolm Glad-
well, ten thousand hours and all that. Yes?’
‘Sorry Fred, no. I’m afraid we’re not as mentally flexible as the last generation. 
Too much machines and internet means we’re not red-hot in the old head de-
partment any more. Read my lips Fred – you’ll never be able to play that old 
smoky piano. Never. Feel free to smash it up with a hatchet and swallow all the 
keys, because you’ll never be able to play a decent tune.’
‘But what if I get out into the open air more? Go for long runs in the Phoenix 
Park of an evening?’
‘Fred, you’re afraid of people you don’t know. How are you ever going to run 
around a park flooded with people queuing at all the food banks? Eh? You 
won’t do it.’
‘Yes, I will.’
          ‘Ok, go out your back door over there right this minute and walk to the 
shed at the end of your garden. Go on, do it now.’
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          ‘Ok. Ok. Fuck it. You’re right Doctor. I’m scared shitless of outside. I admit 
it. Is there no way back to red though? Surely the bots are working and creating 
a path there for us as we speak?’
          ‘You must be joking. It suits the botties fine this way.’
          ‘But Doctor Michelle, how did this all happen?’
          ‘It all began when people started to use their phones when they were on 
the toilet. Trousers around the ankles. You can’t blame them really. You can see 
who’s calling you and if it’s your boss or a botty you better answer quickly or get 
fired mate. Chop, chop, chop. Straight out the door. A life or death situation no 
less – that phone has to be answered no matter which way you look at it. But it’s 
not hygienic Freddy in the long run, talking and defecating at the same time. 
Trousers around the ankles. It spreads disease. Amber brains. Type 2. To be pre-
cise. That’s what you’ve got. Welcome to your diagnosis.’
          ‘Bloody hell. I can’t believe this. I’m mad as hell Doctor and I’m gonna do 
something about it. Be proactive. I’m gonna go on Twitter right this minute and 
abuse someone, preferably a woman. That’s what I’m gonna do. I’m not taking 
this sitting down. Trousers around the ankles.’
          ‘How did you guess Fred? That’s exactly what I’ve written on your prescrip-
tion. Are you a doctor? It’s bloody unheimlich.’
          ‘No, Doctor Michelle, but I could be you know, if there was a little less sar-
casm in the world.’
          ‘Keep your chin up Freddy, sure it won’t be long now until you get all your 
red-hot brains growing back again in luminescent bunches like bananas.’
          ‘I can’t wait doctor.’
                   ‘Neither can I Freddy, that’s why I’m wearing goggles, a facemask and 
a helmet. And I’d answer that call coming in, if I were you, because there’s no 
smoky pianos in your future at all. Not even an old-school Casio keyboard. It’s all 
binary opposition from here on in. The million dollar question is this Fred: are 
you with them or against them? And don’t try to be fuzzy about this, ok?’
 

4.The Priest With Red Trousers
 

The Priest with red trousers stood firm with his hands on his hips, and blocked 
Jimbo’s only way out of the laneway. He was trapped.
          ‘Where’s Lenny?’
          ‘He’s licked his last mind out Jimbo,’ said the priest.
          ‘If you’ve done anything to hurt him –‘
          The priest charged at him shouting arse really loudly. Darkness had come 
down like a ton of concrete, but because of the incandescent almost neon red 
trousers, Jimbo kept him in sight.
          He picked up a stone and threw it, knocking the priest’s tricolour flag-
hat off his head. The darkness hugged Jimbo even closer, in anticipation of the 
consequences, it seemed.
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                   The concrete wall behind him stood over six feet  tall. Jimbo ran at it 
but it was no use. Back on the gravel ground again he kicked some wild Jinny 
Joes sprouting from its crevices. In a seed-shower of white dandelion fluff he 
shouted -
          ‘Lenny! Lick his mind out!’
          ‘Lenny’s not here Jimbo. He’s locked up. You’re mine now. Have a sand-
wich?’ said the priest proffering something into his hand.
          ‘I’m not hungry.’
          ‘Don’t be stupid Jimbo. In austerity Ireland, everybody’s hungry.’
          Jimbo smelled the egg so intensely that he nearly fainted. There was salad 
too, and some tomato slices. His stomach started to scream. He doubled over.
          ‘Ok! Just one bite.’
          ‘Not so fast. Salute my tricolour flag-hat first. Then you can eat. Have some 
respect. It’s 2066 – get with the times!’
          He remembered his mother last week. A priest in red trousers lured her 
with a blueberry muffin, but forced her to salute his tricolour flag-hat for over 
six hours in the pouring black rain first. She died. Without touching his muffin.
                   ‘Don’t look in the eyes!’  the newspapers howled. As soon as you 
looked though, you felt the overwhelming desire to be respected by the rich, 
so you couldn’t move, they said. And even if you did escape with a muffin-bite 
or two, you refused henceforth to rob food from the rich like most people in 
Ireland had to do to survive.
          ‘I can’t let the red-trousered ones down. I’m better than the scumbags!’ 
they brainwashed your words.
          Therefore, you died anyway.
          Jimbo’s mouth dripped silvery saliva, he ached for the sandwich. His twit-
ching hand made to salute when Lenny’s long tongue came flying around the 
corner and rammed itself up Jimbo’s left nostril. Quickly it reached his mind 
and licked it out into the real world; a roast chicken with a strawberry yogurt for 
dessert. Just what his stomach had ordered. Jimbo tucked in.
          ‘Just because your mind-licking dog has escaped, doesn’t mean I won’t 
kick your teeth in or baseball-bat your brains out.’
          But Lenny used his nifty Jack Russell tongue again, and this time licked 
the priest’s mind out, bringing two high court judges in green skirts down his 
nostrils. They exclaimed their love and respect for the priest and dear auld Ire-
land, then kissed him to the ground which sent his tricolour flag hat flying once 
more.
                  ‘I don’t think that God wears red trousers, Lenny. Everybody’s wrong if 
you ask me. Quick! Run!’ said Jimbo as they sprinted home with full stomachs, 
sending rainbows skittering off their backs and into the ever darkening reces-
sionary Irish skies.
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5.The Rise and Fall of Cinderella’s Left Testicle
 
I was playing with my band, Cinderella’s Left Testicle, every Friday in the Pigeon 
Club on Lally at the time. Then, due to the Irish recession, I lost my day job and 
the government sent me on an intern scheme working for nothing as a skivvy 
in the basement of a Blackrock mansion. I basically had to do whatever the 
rich owner of the mansion, Rupert Rope, and his two stupid daughters, Toni 
Thursday and Rice Pudding, told me to do 24-7. I had no choice, otherwise, the 
government could arrest and jail me as a lazy scumbag under new austerity 
legislation.
                  The stupid sisters refused me permission to play with my band at the 
Pigeon club. I was devastated. But I continued to write songs in my head for 
the future, if the club or band survived somehow. Then they wouldn’t let me 
practice out loud on my guitar in my room. I wasn’t even permitted to as much 
as polish their grand piano collecting dust in their back room. They physically 
assaulted me if I so much as looked at it sideways under my breath.
          I was coping right up until they instructed me to perform at an X-Factor 
audition. Prince Charming was judging and they wanted to meet him and pe-
rhaps musically cajole him into a Blackrock celebrity threesome that was all the 
rage in their leafy suburb at the time.
          ‘Why don’t you perform yourselves?’ I said.
          ‘Too coarse for the likes of us, darling. We’re management. Your manage-
ment to be precise.’
          ‘In music, no one judges me.’
          ‘You’ll starve without our funding darling. You’ll have to do it. You’ve no 
choice. Lazy scumbag legislation demands it.’
          ‘I’d rather starve.’
          ‘Then starve so, Cinders. There’s a nice cover version we’d like you to do at 
the trials-’
          On the mere mention of the c word my patience went to pieces. I pushed 
the two stupid sisters out of my way and left them to it. Obviously, the govern-
ment had me jailed shortly afterwards, but I managed to rob a bounty of food 
from rich houses in the meantime and life on the run was sweet for a while.
          It turned out that Prince Charming was released from his X-Factor judging 
contract for swearing that week, so he turned up on the Friday in the Pigeon 
Club looking to see and hear Cinderella’s Left Testicle for himself. He was a fan 
from the internet.
          When he heard I was in jail and to be soon tried under the new lazy scu-
mbag legislation, he rushed to the police station and handed over the requi-
site brown envelope that released me. We got on well, he loves his music does 
Prince Charming. We actually got married.
          Unfortunately, I wasn’t allowed to play the Pigeon club ever again. They 
have a rule that bans rich people from playing their independent stage, as 
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they’d have nothing to say. They were right. I’m now bereft. Still, though, life is 
good. Which is why I recommend robbing to everyone.
 
 

42 Imaginary Things I Think People Might Be Saying About Dublin In The Co-
ming Times. Possibly.
 

 1. “Like most people, I hate big concrete sub-Brutalist cities. But this one 
is ok.” Janey Macken Street.

 2. “It’s better than sex.” Pope Francis.

 3. “This city is dynamite, it blew my brains out and splattered them over 
my four living room walls.” Quentin Tarantino.

 4. “This city kicks experimentation in the groin, pokes convention in the 
eyes and drops ice-cubes down the neck of all common-sense.  Or was that my 
mother? Hold on, I think it was. What were you talking about again?” Your Mo-
ther.

 5. “I haven’t been this excited since seeing the Dutch tax-rate for non-re-
sidents for the very first time.”  Bono. 

 6. “So good, I threw my husband out the window.” Madonna.

 7. “This city has so much depth, you’ll drown.” Russell Brand.

 8. “Others carp that Dublin contains too much sex, drugs and rock ‘n’ 
roll. But I completely disagree. In my opinion, you can never have enough of that 
sort of thing in a city. It’s my tenth visit this year.” Desperate Dan.

 9. “The only thing better than having Dublin handy to look out at on the 
train, is not having Dublin handy to look out at on the train.” Oscar Wilde.

 10. “James Joyce, Samuel Beckett and Oscar Wilde went in to a Dublin 
pub and said to the bartender –  “We’ll have three tickets to Paris please kind 
sir –with three whiskey chasers on the side.” I’d advise everyone to do the same.” 
Brendan Behan.

 11. “At the start this city certainly rings all the right bells, but in the end 
it just gave me the hump to be honest.” Quasimodo.
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 12. “Today everybody Googles. Hardly anyone Yahoo’s any more. Visit 
Dublin – because everybody else is – even the Yahoos.” Google sales and marke-
ting department.

 13. “Dublin lingers in the unconscious and is full of other cities. If there’s 
a city they haven’t ripped off and riffed upon, please let them know and they’re 
sure to rectify it in their next commemorative event.” Morrissey.

 14. “Have you ever fallen asleep on a bus and suddenly woken up with 
drool dribbling from both sides of your mouth simultaneously and then, as a 
result, you end up with a massive pain in the neck for the rest of the week? No? 
Then visit Dublin and find out for yourself.” The driver of the Number 15 bus.

 15. “This city is toffee, it’ll give you something to chew on for weeks. As 
the bishop said to the altar boy.” Basher Piggs.

 16. “There are only 40 cities in the world and one of them is a hambur-
ger.” Captain Beefheart. 

 17. “You’ll want to see its most provoking parts over and over and chances 
are twenty months from now you won’t be able to remember a fecking thing. 
Which is very nice and decent of the city I think. Bravo!” The seventh dwarf.

 18. “The best toilet-city I’ve visited all year. After Paris, France, it’s my 
big number two of all time. Creates quite a splash. In fact, it kept me going for 
weeks.” T.S. Eliot.  

 19. “The thought of holidaying in Dublin  is about the only thing that 
keeps me sane when I’m off cockling for a gang-master off Bull Island for most 
of the year.” Spike Milligan.

 20. “The social division is so sharp, you could shave both your legs with 
it.” Panti Bliss.

 21. “The Spire in O’Connell Street is a must see and according to the 
artist responsible is based on the Saipan incident from the World Cup of 2002. 
Its size is modelled on Roy Keane’s ego, apparently, and the prick on top is Mick 
McCarthy. A very well-balanced artwork indeed.” Hugh Lane.

 22. “Dublin reminded me of T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land. I couldn’t finish 
that either.” Ryan Tubridy.
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 23. “Does this city live up to all the hype? No.” Enda Kenny.

 24. “Dublin  held me rapt from beginning to end and sent me back 
joyously at break-neck speed to all the things I should have been doing instead.” 
Deeply disturbed, Paris, Texas.

 25. “Puts a smile on your face and a chill down your trousers.” Donald 
Trump. 

 26. “Genius. I saw it on the train home and spent the whole evening 
crying.” Damien Dempsey.

 27. “A destabilising, funny, abundantly post-modern tour de France, ex-
cept without the bicycle clips. Or the bikes. Or even the cyclists.” Kevin Barry. 

 28. “I’ve seen the best minds of my generation destroyed by Dublin, star-
ving hysterical naked, dragging themselves through the tax-sheltered streets at 
dawn looking for an angry fix. Angelheaded hipsters.” Allen Ginsberg.

 29. “Planned and designed with verve, purpose and fancy French pen-
cils of assorted colours.” Howie B, the flying superhero clotheshorse.

 30. “Jack Kerouac’s On the Road sold a trillion Levi’s and a million es-
presso machines, whereas, Dublin hopes to sell its coddle to the first transna-
tional corporation who comes knocking with any small pile of cash. Or even a 
Garth Brooks ticket would do at this stage, I suppose.” Jack The Ripper.

 31. “Strafes each street and avenue with a cacophonous range of voices, 
sad, kooky, funny, poignant – and trouser-less too for the most part of my brief 
visit.” Denis O’Brien.

 32. “If you ever watched a sponge cake sink in the middle of the oven, 
then you’ll probably have a fair idea of the contents of this fine city yourself.” 
Nigella Lawson.

 33. “Prometheus stole fire from the Gods, whereas Dublin will be 
content to steal a fiver from any hodgepodge of confused corporations that 
happen to wander past unawares.” Charles Saatchi.

 34. “Between heaven and hell. Between the devil and the deep 
blue sea. Between the canals. Between your arse and your elbow: Dublin. Not 
available in the shops.” Derek Trotter.
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 35.  Does exactly what it says on the Tintern Abbey.” Flann O’Brien.

 36. “Reminded me of Flux Capacitor, my pet dog, when I was 
twelve. Completely barking. And always trying to sniff your crotch. Too friendly 
by half. But it’s what makes time travel possible, so what can you do?”  Eric 
Earwig.

 37. “James Joyce spent days, weeks, months even, on the one sen-
tence. Dublin, did not.”  E.L. James.

 38. “Dublin is like a box of chocolates. You never know when you’ll 
bite into a hard one and break one of your teeth.” Conor McGregor.

 39. “The city is like an onion, having layer upon layer upon layer of 
meaning with each layer making you cry more bitterly than the last.”  Samuel 
Beckett.

 40. “If you’ve ever seen Laurel and Hardy trying to push a grand 
piano up a steep hill and failing, you’ve probably visited this city before.” Charlie 
Chaplin.

 41. “Dublin is not the messiah, it’s just a naughty little boy.” Molly 
Bloom.

 42. “I’m blue in the face telling people why I’m blue in the face. Up 
the Dubs!”  Papa Smurf. 

 43. “Dublin is a big, fat, happy, smiley conurbation with a tinselled 
cherry on top. It’s the perfect Christmas present for bouncing people like flying 
pinballs into the happy-go-lucky bag of a new year.” The Grinch.
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 Tony Tony O’Reilly, Tiddly winks world champion. Commeth the man
Commeth the hour. Commeth the six times tiddly winks CHAMPION OF THE 
WORLD TONY, THE WOLF, O’REILLY.

 A nervous but pretty looking French girl holds the mic up to big Tony’s 
Rhino-like head.
“Wat does it zake to be at your level of brilliance Mr O’reilly?”
“Well I’ll tell you. It’s all about balls love. Balls of steel, I didn’t get where I am 
today by dicking around twiddling me thumbs if ya’ know wha’ I mean. No pun 
intended. HaHa. Yeah, it’s all about keeping the head under severe pressure and 
then when that coin goes in the cup...plop...More money for aul’ Tony here and 
me sixteen nippers. Eat me outta house and home they do, the bastards.”
“Wat waz it like beating the Italian champion, Pellino, in ze final last night?”
“Yeah it was grand yeah. I won, he didn’t so fuck him. Up the Irish!” A deafening 
roar came from the crowd. “YOU’LL NEVER BEAT THE IRISH.”
“You better believe it pal!” sniffed Tony. “The wolf is back. Woooooo!”
“Woooooooo Woooooooo.” Repeated by the crowd excessively and deafeningly. 
“Oh and another thing see that Scottish cunt whatever his name is. Juice loose 
about this house. My fucking thumbs are gagging for it pal. Yeah you heard me.”
“Ave you any words of advice for your young fans?”
 Tony gently brushes his ginger comb over to one side of his bald dome. 
“Yeah,” replied Tony as if a wave of inspirational genius just hit him. “Don’t take 
any shite of nobody and if some bully tries to fuck you around kick him in the 
bollix and tell em’ aul’ Tony sent ye. WHA?”
“No, Mr O’reilly I mean advice on your sport?” The model-like French journalists’ 
patience was starting to crack as well as her threshold of disgust. ‘What has the 
world come to in this god awful year of 2016?’ she thought.
“Oh! Jaysus, yeah sorry. Eh, eat your vegetables and never give up Awright. 
Woooo Wooooo!”

DARKNESS

Tiddly Winks
Declan Geraghty

Ballyfermot Writers’ Group
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 The screen goes blank and the clunk of the TV switching off reverbe-
rates around the San Diegan Palacial Mansion.
Two twenty something beauties, Gina and Samantha sat with their bronzed 
legs sprawled across the enormous sofas. 
“OH MY GOD GINA THAT GUY IS SO FREEKING HOT.”
“I FUCKING KNOW RIGHT AND WHEN HE BRUSHED HIS HAIR OVER HIS SWEET 
BALD HEAD I JUST WANTED TO EAT HIM ON THE SPOT FUCK HIM RIGHT THERE 
AND THEN YOU KNOW.”
“OH MY GOD HE IS SUCH A CUTIE.”
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